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The diversity and composition of biological communities might often depend on colonization history

because early colonists can exclude future colonists through a priority effect. These priority effects,

which have been observed across a wide variety of ecosystems, often arise because early colonists have

sufficient time to use available resources efficiently and subsequently withhold them from invaders.

Here, we explore the extent to which rapid local adaptive evolution contributes to the pervasiveness of

these priority effects. Using an individual-based simulation, we show that early colonization allows the

descendants of colonists to adapt to novel conditions and reduce the establishment success of an initially

ecologically equivalent competing species. Our model predicts that slight differences in colonization

timing and adaptive capacity between species can substantially alter the dynamics and diversity of com-

munities. We also show that priority effects and gene flow can generate a novel mechanism for the

expansion and retraction of species distributions in a metacommunity. Our results suggest that local adap-

tation combined with stochastic colonization events can obscure direct relationships between species

distributions and environmental gradients. Given the increasing recognition of rapid, microgeographic

evolution in natural populations, we expect that evolutionary priority effects could affect the structure

and dynamics of many natural metacommunities.

Keywords: evolutionary ecology; gene flow; community coexistence; metapopulation;

niche; community assembly
1. INTRODUCTION
Natural communities are dynamic in space and time, and

understanding these joint dynamics represents one of

ecology’s greatest challenges. Ecologists have long recog-

nized that colonization order can determine community

structure through a priority effect, whereby early coloni-

zation affords a species an advantage in its interactions

with future colonists (Sutherland 1974; Connell & Slatyer

1977; Shulman et al. 1983). Priority effects often arise

because a species arrives early enough to increase in num-

bers, monopolize available resources and thereby gain a

competitive numerical advantage over late-arriving colo-

nists (Shulman et al. 1983). In this way, competitive

priority effects are determined by the time it takes the

initial species to colonize a patch and monopolize patch

resources relative to the time it takes other competitors

to colonize. Priority effects have been shown to affect

community richness across a wide range of taxa and eco-

systems (Connell & Slatyer 1977; Shulman et al. 1983;

Wilbur & Fauth 1990; Shorrocks & Bingley 1994), alter

the association between environmental conditions and

species composition (Sutherland 1974), and increase
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the local prevalence of taxa with high dispersal capacities

or high regional abundances (Holt & Hoopes 2005).

Although usually attributed to purely ecological mech-

anisms, priority effects also might be enhanced when

genetic adaptation increases a resident population’s per-

formance in the local habitat. Past studies focusing on

adaptive radiation on isolated islands have predicted

that niche pre-emption will depend on the rates of specia-

tion or niche expansion of early colonizing species relative

to the immigration rates of better adapted species

(Roughgarden 1972; Ricklefs & Bermingham 2002;

Emerson & Gillespie 2008). Because speciation and

niche evolution are generally expected to be slow pro-

cesses, these ideas were developed to explain

biogeographical patterns across macroevolutionary time-

scales. However, similar processes might affect the

dynamics of local communities given the growing recog-

nition that populations can adapt over short time-scales

(Kinnison & Hendry 2001; Hairston et al. 2005) and lim-

ited distances (Hendry & Taylor 2004; Nosil & Crespi

2004; Urban 2007).

The monopolization hypothesis, first developed to

explain evolutionary priority effects in a single-species

context (De Meester et al. 2002), can be expanded to

explain how evolutionary priority effects affect commu-

nity assembly (De Meester et al. 2007; Loeuille &

Leibold 2008; Urban et al. 2008). Here, we define disper-

sal as the displacement of an individual from its birth
This journal is q 2009 The Royal Society
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place such that the individual immigrates into a non-natal

patch. We refer to colonization as the immigration of a

new species to a patch. Immigration does not necessarily

guarantee the migrant’s survival and successful reproduc-

tion. We therefore define establishment as the arrival,

survival and subsequent contribution of offspring to the

reproductive pool by an immigrant, a definition consistent

with that describing gene flow (Whitlock & McCauley

1999), in order to differentiate it from immigration, by

which we mean arrival only. The monopolization hypoth-

esis suggests that immigration often will not equate with

establishment and subsequent gene flow because locally

adapted residents prevent late immigrants from contribut-

ing to the gene pool (De Meester et al. 2002). In

particular, we expect that a resident population will

reduce an immigrant’s ability to reproduce whenever resi-

dents can monopolize resources or selection acts against

maladapted immigrants (De Meester et al. 2002;

Hendry & Taylor 2004; Nosil et al. 2005). As a result,

even though a good disperser arrives in many habitats,

these immigrants will not always successfully establish

and reproduce in those habitats. As such, even good dis-

persers can become locally adapted, a pattern long

recognized but not often explained (Ehrlich & Raven

1969; Hendry & Taylor 2004). In the context of a com-

munity of competitors, we expect that rapid adaptation

in early-arriving species will prevent late-arriving species

from establishing in a community just as rapid adaptation

can prevent the establishment of invading genotypes at

the population level.

We developed an individual-based model of a two-

species, three-patch evolving metacommunity with

stochastic dispersal and mutation. In contrast to prior

work (Roughgarden 1972; Loeuille & Leibold 2008),

we explore how differences in the dispersal abilities and

adaptabilities among competing, initially ecologically

neutral species interact to determine community assem-

bly in a stable habitat. We first manipulate the initial

colonization times of competing species in the new

environment, while maintaining equivalent dispersal

rates, to tease apart the individual contribution of early

colonization and adaptation on community assembly in

the absence of the confounding effects of correlated dis-

persal and gene flow-induced maladaptation. Besides

establishing the importance of the history of colonization

in determining future competitive dynamics, this scenario

also corresponds to one in which species colonize patches

distant from source habitats, such that stochastic long-

distant dispersal events occur (e.g. oceanic islands or

human-facilitated introductions). We then let differences

in dispersal ability among species directly determine colo-

nization timing and explore how the combined effects of

immigration, gene flow and local adaptation affect com-

munity dynamics. Across a range of assumptions about

dispersal and evolutionary rates, we demonstrate that

local adaptation often allows an early colonist to dominate

a habitat patch.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We assume two patches with the same environment (e ¼ 0.4)

and an initially vacant habitat with a different fixed environ-

ment (e ¼ 0.6) (figure 1). We assume a lottery competition

for 1000 available microsites in each patch. Microsites
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
vary according to a Gaussian function of the mean patch

environment and environmental breadth se
2. As in other lot-

tery models, recruitment probability depends on the

prevalence of each species and genotype in the regional

reproductive pool.

Initially, two haploid asexual species with discrete repro-

duction and overlapping generations colonize the empty

novel environment after differing time periods (first set of

simulations) or as a function of their respective dispersal

probabilities (second set). The base model begins with two

species that are initially ecologically and evolutionarily equiv-

alent in all characteristics. However, in models allowing

evolution, the two species can diverge in a niche-related

trait that determines their survival in different environments.

Hence, our model does not include any fixed niche differ-

ences at the outset, but these niche differences can evolve.

Additional models explore how non-neutral differences

among species in dispersal ability or adaptive potential alter

these results. At the start of a simulation, each species has

a phenotype that matches its source environment plus a

random normal variable (mean ¼ 0, variance ¼ sp
2) reflecting

non-genetic contributions (figure 1). In cases including evol-

ution, one or both species evolve 20 bi-allelic, additive genes

coded as ones or zeros that are averaged to determine their

phenotype (e.g. a genotype with 10 ones and 10 zeros gener-

ates a phenotype of 0.5). We explore two major routes

through which genetic variation emerges: mutation and

standing allelic variation. A mutation occurs in the model

when mutation rate (m) exceeds a uniform random variable

assigned to each allele. Initial standing genetic variation is

modelled by randomly assigning ones and zeros to alleles

with a probability equal to the mean phenotype.

At each time step, the survival of each individual i (Sij) in

microsite j is a Gaussian function of their phenotype (zi), and

the microsite environment (ej):

Sij ¼ ð1� bÞ exp� zi � ej

v

� �2

; ð2:1Þ

where b is a baseline mortality rate and v indicates the width

in standard deviations of stabilizing selection. An individual

dies if Sij is less than a uniform random variable [0,1].

Following mortality selection and offspring production, indi-

viduals migrate into empty microsites by random sampling

with replacement. The probability of migrating into an

empty microsite equals one minus emigration probability

for residents and one-half the emigration probability for

immigrants. The total number of immigrants to patch j (Ij)

equals

Ij ¼ r �
X

k¼ 1;2;3

Nk � Pkj ; ð2:2Þ

the total number of individuals in each patch (Nk) multiplied

by their offspring’s probabilities of staying in the patch (k¼j)

or immigrating to patch j from other patches (Pkj) times the

birth rate (r), assumed to be the same for each species and

genotype.

In the first scenario, we allow species to colonize the new

patch in five time-step increments from an advantage in the

colonization time of 200 time steps for one species to an

advantage of 200 time steps for the other. In the second scen-

ario, we evaluated outcomes for all combinations of 11

dispersal probabilities ranging from 0.005 to 0.5. Each simu-

lation ran for 5000 time steps. The results of simulations

lasting 20 000 times steps did not differ qualitatively from
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Figure 1. We developed an individual-based model of community assembly in a three-patch, two-species metacommunity. (a) Two
initially equivalent species with traits matching the environment fill two patches, each with 1000 microsites and an environmental

value (e) of 0.4 (symbolized in yellow). A third vacant patch with a different environment (e ¼ 0.6, symbolized in green) is colonized
byeither the first or second species, followedby the other specieswith some time lag from0 to200time steps ordepending ondispersal
probability. (b) Population dynamics are determined by (i) mortality selection, (ii) reproduction, and (iii) immigration into empty
microsites by offspring. During mortality selection, a survival probability is calculated for each individual in each microsite as a
Gaussian function of the individual’s phenotype (z) and the microsite environment (e) minus a fixed base mortality decrement.

Adults die based on a stochastic realization of this survival probability. Surviving adults reproduce asexually with or without evolution
by mutation or standing genetic variation. A small random variance is added to each phenotype to represent non-genetic random con-
tributions to the phenotype. The number of offspring per adult per time step was determined by a fixed birth rate (r). In evolutionary
simulations, an individual’s phenotype was determined as the mean of a bi-allelic string of ones and zeros. Mutation occurs with ratem
and can generate a new phenotype (indicated in green). In each patch, a total immigrant pool is calculated as the sum of all individuals

in the metacommunity weighted by their immigration probability into that patch and multiplied by birth rate. All empty microsites are
filled up to the total number of immigrants by a process of random sampling with replacement, weighted by the probability of staying
(from the same patch) or immigrating (from the other two patches). The process then is repeated for 5000 time steps.
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those run for 5000 time steps (electronic supplementary

material, figure S1). We recorded the mean abundances of

both species after 100 simulations for each set of parameters

explored and across the full range of colonization times

(electronic supplementary material, table S1).
3. MODEL RESULTS
(a) Monopolization effects depend on colonization

time and evolutionary potential

Our first objective is to demonstrate the potential for

adaptive priority effects when a species arrives first with-

out the confounding effects of dispersal-associated

differences in gene flow. We therefore initially explore

how differences in the evolutionary potential and coloni-

zation time jointly determine the abundances of two

competing species while keeping interpatch dispersal

probability fixed. This theoretical framework simulates a

classic experimental demonstration of ecological priority

effects in fruitflies (Shorrocks & Bingley 1994) but over

multiple generations of evolution. This setup could

represent a scenario in which one species colonizes a

new habitat by chance or through long-distance trans-

port. In §3b, dispersal ability directly determines

colonization time.

Without evolution, ecological priority effects usually

allow the first species to dominate the community

(figure 2a). However, this effect is weak, and the identity

of the dominant species varies considerably from run

to run because neutral ecological drift sometimes

allows the early-arriving species to go extinct and the

late-arriving species to dominate.

Evolution considerably alters competitive outcomes.

When one species evolves and the other does not, the

evolving species dominates the patch over the non-

evolving species across all colonization times (figure 2b,d)

even though the two species initially had equal fitness in

the new patch. The evolving species dominates a commu-

nity even when introduced late because the non-evolving

resident has low fitness in the new patch and thus never

fully monopolizes all resources. Resource availability

allows the evolving species to persist in the new habitat

while favourable mutations arise and facilitate its higher

relative fitness and eventual monopolization of the com-

munity. In these simulations, differences in adaptability

override numerical priority effects. In the case of standing

genetic variation, pre-existing genotypes with higher fit-

ness in the new habitat arrive and come to dominate it

(figure 2d). The species that evolves via standing genetic

variation instead of mutation dominates the community

less when introduced later than the first species (cf.

figure 2b,d) because natural selection and genetic drift

erode standing genetic variation in the source population

before its individuals can colonize the new habitat.

When both species can evolve, the species that arrives

first dominates the community, supporting the main pre-

diction of the community monopolization hypothesis that

adaptation combined with early colonization should lead

to community dominance (figure 2c,e). This monopol-

ization effect is powerful and occurs even if a species

only arrives five to 10 time steps before the other. The

effect arises when one considers evolution by mutations

or standing genetic variation. A stronger monopolization

effect occurs for simulations with standing genetic
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
variation compared with mutational variation because

sufficient genetic variation immediately exists to fuel an

evolutionary response after colonization (figure 2e).

We also explore simulations in which the interpatch

dispersal probabilities were lower (m ¼ 0.005) and

higher (m ¼ 0.10) than in the baseline model (m ¼

0.05). Lower dispersal increases the monopolization

effect (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

Variation in dispersal rates also substantially alters the dis-

tribution of species among source patches. Low dispersal

(m , 0.05) allows species 1, which dominates the new

patch, to adapt to both original and new habitats, whereas

species 2 only dominates its original source habitat

(figure 3a,b). In the original patch of species 1, species

1 retains a transient advantage over species 2, which even-

tually equilibrates after 20 000 time steps owing to

maladaptive gene flow from the new patch (figure 3b).

Under higher dispersal (m ¼ 0.10), species 1 adapts to

the new patch, but species 2 rapidly replaces it in its

source patch (figure 3c,d). This dominance by the

second species remains after 20 000 time steps. Higher

gene flow prevents species 1 from adapting to both

environments and, as a result, it becomes maladapted to

its original source habitat (figure 3d(ii)). Species 2 does

not suffer from this genetic load and thus can replace

species 1 in its source patch.

In addition, we examine how different mutation rates

affect monopolization patterns by altering adaptive

potential. Monopolization effects still occur at lower

mutation rates (m ¼ 1 � 1026) but are weaker owing to

decreased evolutionary potential (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S3). When species differ in their

mutation rates, but not dispersal abilities, the species

that can adapt faster generally dominates the

new community (electronic supplementary material,

figure S4).
(b) Monopolization effects when colonization

timing depends on dispersal

We next evaluate monopolization effects under the more

complex and common situation whereby dispersal ability

directly determines each species’ colonization time, rather

than manipulating colonization time independent of sub-

sequent dispersal probabilities. These simulations allow

gene flow to swamp local adaptation in the better

dispersing species and introduce more colonization sto-

chasticity because poor dispersers sometimes colonize a

patch by chance. If monopolization effects still occur

under these conditions, then each species should domi-

nate the new patch when it disperses better than the

other species.

When dispersal directly determines colonization

timing, we again find that community monopolization

effects occur when a species disperses better than its

competitor (figure 4, two regions indicated as ME).

However, in this case, monopolization effects do not

occur when a species disperses so much that gene

flow-induced maladaptation overrides the evolutionary

advantage of early colonization (figure 4, indicated by

GFM). At these higher dispersal probabilities, gene

flow limits the ability of the best disperser to adapt to

the new habitat, which allows the poor disperser to mon-

opolize the patch through adaptation. Maladaptation
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Figure 2. The mean final abundances (n ¼ 100 simulations) of two initially neutrally competitive species differ depending on

their colonization times and adaptive potentials. In each subpanel, the bottom axis describes the difference in times of intro-
duction between the two species. At the central vertical line, both species colonize the new habitat at the same time. To the left
of this line, species 2 was introduced before species 1 (negative values). To the right of this line, species 1 was introduced before
species 2 (positive values). (a) Neither species evolves. Each species dominates when they colonize the habitat before the other,
but this priority effect is not very strong. Black circles, species 1; white circles, species 2. (b,c) Evolution occurs through

mutation and (d,e) through standing genetic variation. (b,d) Species 1 (black symbols) evolves, whereas species 2 (white)
does not. The evolving species dominates across the range of colonization times. (c,e) When both species evolve, each species
dominates the patch when introduced earlier than the other, and this dominance is strongly augmented by evolution-mediated
priority effects. Black triangles, evolving species 1; white triangles, evolving species 2. Parameter values follow those indicated

as baseline in electronic supplementary material, table S1.
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was the most important dynamic in the parameter space

explored (note the logarithmic scale of dispersal in

figure 4, which under-emphasizes the area of maladapta-

tion). Monopolization effects should occur whenever

competing species differ in their dispersal capabilities

and the best disperser does not exceed the dispersal

probability that swamps its local adaptation. As the

threshold for gene flow-induced maladaptation will

depend on the strength of antagonistic selection between

habitats (Slatkin 1987), monopolization effects should

occur more frequently in metacommunities with highly

divergent local selection regimes or with patches

separated by long distances.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
4. DISCUSSION
Ecological priority effects have been shown to occur in

many natural communities (Connell & Slatyer 1977;

Shulman et al. 1983; Wilbur & Fauth 1990; Gillespie

2004) and to affect community assembly experimentally

(Drake 1991; Shorrocks & Bingley 1994) and theoreti-

cally (MacArthur 1970; Levins & Culver 1971).

However, our current understanding of priority effects

neglects the effect of rapid, localized adaptation on

communities. Our simulations demonstrate that

evolution-mediated priority effects can profoundly shape

community assembly. Our results highlight the impor-

tance of historical colonization events, local adaptation
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Figure 3. A species that monopolizes a new patch through adaptation can become a victim of its own success when dispersal is
high. We assume two evolving species with similar adaptabilities. At low dispersal (m ¼ 0.01), two evolving species inhabiting

two similar environments (e ¼ 0.4) colonize a new environment (e ¼ 0.6) at the same time. We depict the species abundances
and phenotypes of both species in the new patch (first column) and in the original patch of species 1 (second column). Filled
circles indicate the mean abundances and phenotypic values (+1 s.e.) for 40 simulations after 20 000 time steps. (a(i)(ii)) By
chance, species 1 (red) adapts faster than species 2 (green) and comes to dominate the new patch. (b(i)(ii)) Species 1 remains
adapted to its original source patch for a transitory period until its abundance equilibrates with that of species 2.

(c(i)(ii)) Species 1 again wins the new patch by chance, adapts to the new conditions and dominates the patch. However,
higher dispersal (m ¼ 0.10) increases the maladaptive gene flow from the new habitat (c(i)(ii)) to the original source
habitat of species 1. As a consequence, the original source population of species 1 becomes increasingly maladapted
(d(i)(ii)) and declines in abundance substantially relative to species 2. This effect remains after 20 000 time steps. For results
at time ¼ 20 000, the symbol frequently hides the small error bars.
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and contemporary gene flow in determining patterns of

community differentiation and diversity.
(a) Model conclusions and predictions

We find support for community monopolization effects in

our simulations across a range of dispersal rates and adap-

tive potentials. Early arrival supplies colonists with

enough time to adapt to local conditions and to decrease

invasions by subsequent colonists in our simulations

(figures 1 and 3). Adaptation was facilitated by the per-

sistence of a small population in the new habitat

following colonization, which allowed favourable
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
mutations to arise. This initial adaptation increased popu-

lation size, leading to a rapid accumulation of additional

favourable mutations (Holt et al. 2003). Thus, the mon-

opolization effect can be a self-reinforcing process (sensu

De Meester et al. 2002), which explains why a small

difference in colonization times can result in two radically

different community compositions. In the initial set of

simulations, we assumed that one species colonized

before the other even though they did not differ in disper-

sal rates thereafter. This setup allowed us to explore the

direct role that early arrival plays in determining ecologi-

cal and evolutionary dynamics. This scenario corresponds

to one in which a set of patches was colonized far from
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source patches as might be the case among widely separ-

ated patches (e.g. islands) or serial long-distance

introductions of species by humans. In these cases, we

expect that early introductions will exclude later introduc-

tions if early colonists have sufficient time to adapt to

these conditions. At least in some cases, evidence suggests

that early introductions can exclude later introductions

through competition (Simberloff & Von Holle 1999).

However, the role of evolution in affecting the success

of serial invasions has yet to be evaluated.

The overall predictions of our first model were robust

to the joint effects of dispersal and gene flow at low-

to-moderate dispersal probabilities (figure 4). Under

covarying dispersal and colonization rates, community

monopolization effects depend both on the relative differ-

ence between dispersal abilities among species and the

relationship between the gene flow in the best disperser

relative to differences in selection pressures among habi-

tats (environmental heterogeneity). We can expect

traditional gene flow-induced maladaptation when dis-

persal exceeds selection strength (Mayr 1963; Slatkin

1987). However, the range of dispersal rates supporting

monopolization effects falls within the range commonly

observed for natural populations. For example, Morjan &

Rieseberg (2004) found that most populations were
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
linked by four or less migrants per generation, which

would support an average migration rate of less than

4 per cent, assuming a moderate effective population

size of 100. We therefore suggest that monopolization

could occur commonly in natural communities.

Our results suggest a greater role for monopolization

effects in shaping community dynamics as compared

with the only other model to evaluate these effects expli-

citly (Loeuille & Leibold 2008). This previous model

differed from ours by assuming a temporally varying

selection environment and initial niche differences

among non-evolving competitors. The dynamic environ-

ment assumed in this model usually prevented

monopolization effects by allowing niche-differentiated

non-evolving species to supplant evolving species which

had phenotypes that lagged behind the changing environ-

ment (Loeuille & Leibold 2008). Taking these and our

results together, we can expect monopolization effects

when competing species differ in dispersal ability and

environments remain similar over the time-scales during

which adaptation occurs. In many natural systems,

empirical evidence indicates that major selection gradi-

ents (e.g. predator presence, soil chemistry) remain

constant enough over time that local populations have

sufficient time to adapt to them (Cousyn et al. 2001;

Hendry & Taylor 2004; Urban 2007). However, direct

empirical tests will be needed to demonstrate the overall

importance of monopolization effects in natural systems

and to verify the conditions expected to generate them.

Our simulations also show that species with more gen-

etic variation should dominate local communities

(figure 2: compare (b) or (d) versus (a)). This prediction

gains support from research on invasive species, where an

introduced population’s derivation from multiple source

populations enhances its genetic variation, which, in

turn, aids its successful adaptation and spread in exotic

habitats (Kolbe et al. 2004; Lavergne & Molofsky

2007). One could also test this prediction experimentally

by evaluating the outcome of interactions between species

that differ in the heritabilities of key traits in natural or

experimental metacommunities.

Different dispersal probabilities only weakly affected

the strength of the monopolization effect when both

species evolve (electronic supplementary material, figure

S2). However, differences in dispersal substantially

affected the distribution of species in the metacommunity.

The observed dynamics suggest a potentially important

mechanism of expansion and retraction of species distri-

butions in a metacommunity. In this mechanism, a

competitor first adapts to the new patch and excludes

the other species. The newly adapted population then

sends maladapted genes back to its source patch, which

lowers its overall fitness there relative to the other species

(figure 3). The second species gains a fitness advantage in

the newly adapted species’ original patch owing to the

other species’ maladaptation there and can thereby dom-

inate both original sources patches. Thus, the winner of

the new patch becomes the victim of its own success

and realizes a changed, but not expanded, distribution

when dispersal is high. Under low dispersal, a species

remains adapted to both its source habitat and the new

habitat because gene flow does not swamp local adap-

tation. Loeuille & Leibold (2008) also showed that an

evolving species which adapts to one environment fails
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to adapt to a temporally variable environment owing to

gene flow. These results suggest a general evolution-

mediated mechanism of sink-source reversals that differs

from those expected to occur through disturbance

(Ronce & Kirkpatrick 2001; Holt et al. 2005).

The occurrence of monopolization effects depends on

differences in dispersal ability and adaptability among

regional species, how closely these species compete for

similar niches and their relative rates of competitive exclu-

sion versus evolutionary divergence. Adaptive priority

effects could also occur in communities with weak com-

petitive interactions if early arrival and adaptation alter

species interaction types other than competition (Meyer &

Kassen 2007). Niche differences among competitors

will further determine adaptive priority effects. For

instance, the existence of a better adapted competitor in

the regional species pool will lessen the probability that

an initially less-suited species will have sufficient time to

adapt to a new habitat before the better suited species

arrives (Loeuille & Leibold 2008). Our model began

with initially equivalent species. Evaluating how initial

niche differences among species affect model results pro-

vides an interesting future direction for this research. As

rapid local adaptation fundamentally determines monop-

olization effects, we expect them to be more pronounced

in species with short generation times and substantial

genetic variation for ecologically relevant traits. The

need for high genetic variability to dominate a patch

also emphasizes the importance of the reproductive

mode (asexual versus sexual), but this prediction needs

to be explored further both theoretically and

experimentally.
(b) Ecological and evolutionary history

Our results suggest that random historical events

during community assembly and evolution can lead to

alternative community states. In simulations involving

two evolving species across a range of parameter values,

we observe a U-shaped frequency distribution of each

species’ abundances, with a species reaching either very

high or very low densities in the new patch. A combi-

nation of early colonization and evolution-mediated

priority effects strengthens this pattern. This pattern

occurs, in part, because monopolization effects can

reinforce initial asymmetries in population abundances

(see also Scheffer & Van Nes 2006). Monopolization by

local adaptation becomes a self-reinforcing process, as

occurred in our model of competition for space, when a

favourable mutation arises in a population that supports

larger population sizes, greater monopolization of

resources and a higher probability that additional favour-

able mutations will occur. Monopolization effects might

occur less often in situations in which traits evolve that

increase individual fitness but decrease population size.

However, for the common situation in which individual

fitness gains also lead to larger population sizes, monop-

olization effects can allow for a given environment to

harbour completely different communities owing to the

reinforcing effects of adaptive evolution (figures 2 and 4).

Sometimes in our simulations, a species dominated a

community even when it did not arrive first owing to sto-

chastic demographic and evolutionary events. Our

simulations began with neutral species that then diverged
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
in a niche-related trait through local adaptation. Stochas-

ticity in colonization times or evolutionary trajectories can

introduce noise into the match between community com-

position and environmental conditions, generating

patterns superficially similar to those occurring through

neutral dynamics. These patterns would, however, not

reflect the neutral dynamics of ecologically equivalent

species, but rather the importance of random colonization

events and subsequent adaptation to local conditions

(Scheffer & Van Nes 2006). These evolutionary niche

dynamics could explain why more apparently neutral pat-

terns are observed in nature than expected based on the

ecologies of constituent species (e.g. Cottenie 2005;

Holyoak & Loreau 2006). The community monopol-

ization hypothesis offers an explanation for why

different communities develop in ecologically equivalent

habitats in the absence of strong barriers to dispersal.

The key mechanism is that adaptation can strongly

enhance priority effects under a broad range of

conditions.

(c) Empirical evidence

Empirical evidence supports the basic assumption of the

community monopolization hypothesis, that the genotype

of an initial colonist can alter subsequent community

assembly. In experimental pond communities, Daphnia

magna water fleas that were adapted to different source

habitats altered the establishment success of other zoo-

plankton species from the regional species pool (De

Meester et al. 2007). In old fields, Crutsinger et al.

(2008) showed that the genotypic identity of the golden-

rod Solidago altissima influenced the establishment

success of colonizing species. In Populus trees, individual

host tree genotype determines arthropod community

structure (Whitham et al. 2006). These examples indicate

that the genotype of a focal species can determine com-

munity assembly. However, none of these studies

explicitly tests the central prediction that early coloniza-

tion allows for local adaptation to affect community

assembly. In one exemplary experimental study, the

time at which different bacteria (Pseudomonas fluorescens)

ecomorphs were introduced into an experimental com-

munity was shown to affect future patterns of niche

diversification among the bacteria (Fukami et al. 2007).

At macroevolutionary time-scales, the phylogenies and

traits of Hawaiian orbweaver spiders (Tetragnatha)

demonstrate that long intervals between colonization

events provided the time needed for residents to radiate

into different ecomorphs to fill available niches on some

islands, whereas on other islands, pre-adapted immi-

grants arrived to fill those niches before residents could

speciate (Gillespie 2004). Additional future experiments

should be designed to manipulate colonization times

and adaptabilities among competing species to test the

predictions generated by our simulations.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Community ecologists have long recognized that early

colonization by one species can decrease the invasion suc-

cess of subsequent colonists (Levins & Culver 1971;

Connell & Slatyer 1977; Shulman et al. 1983). Yet, the

same time lag between colonization events also provides

the opportunity for adaptive evolution to enhance priority
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effects (Roughgarden 1972; De Meester et al. 2007;

Fukami et al. 2007; Loeuille & Leibold 2008). Evolution-

ary and ecological dynamics can occur on similar

time-scales (Kinnison & Hendry 2001; Hairston et al.

2005), implying that evolution might sometimes alter

ecological dynamics (e.g. Thompson 2005; Urban et al.

2008). The community monopolization hypothesis pre-

dicts that local genetic adaptation affects community

assembly. Under this hypothesis, the diversity and compo-

sition of a community depend on a race between local

adaptation of residents and colonization and adaptation

of other species. Overall, model predictions and empirical

support for effects of adaptations on community assembly

suggest that community monopolization effects might

occur frequently in nature, thereby providing a possible

explanation for why priority effects occur so frequently

in natural communities. We therefore caution ecologists

not to always attribute priority effects to ecological

mechanisms alone—evolution might frequently play a role.
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